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Who Will Be Nova's Next King & Queen?

ancy Poirier
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Rich Polumbo

Sec pa ge 3 for statistical informati on
Sec other nominees on Pages 8-9

Supports .Family and School Center
NUA & SGA to Host Nova
92-93 Speaker Series Georgia Students Is In The Money
By Ricardo Deveaux
contrihuting reporter

By Aka Ali
contrihuting reporter

American students returning to
school this month will have a radically different world to st11dy in their Political Science and
Government classes. ·
Cartography students may take
months to adjust to all the changes.
But for students returning to class in
the Soviet Union, the changes will have a much
more immediate impact. In the Soviet republic
of Georgia, for example, students are in the
middle of what may become an explosive
conflict.
Georgian
President
Zviad
Gamsakhurdia, a strong nationalist who has
vowed to separate his republic form the Soviet
Union, fired the influential rector of Tbilisi
University on September 14, 1991 and postponed Lhe beginning of classes scheduled for
the 15th .
Wire reports from Georgia indicate
Lhal the move was intended to forestall student
op1x1sition to Gamsakhurdia's government.
Well what did Nova students have to
say?
Fifty Nova Day program students
and undergraduates expressed their discontent
if the United States tried something similar.
"If the President ended school to
impede opposition the administration's policy,
-Understanding the goals of the I would be alarmed," stated, Michelle DeZego,
a junior.
University.

We know who SGA is, but who arc
the Nova University Associates?
The Nova UnivcrsiLy Associates or
NU A, is comprised of the second generation, or
the sons and daughters of the founders of
Broward; members of the Chamber of Commerce Leadership Broward program; and persons affiliated with the University, such as
alumni and business executives in the tri -county
area.
"When I was hired, I was charged
with getting together a community group willing
to advocate for the University," said Armando
H. Corbcllc, the Director of Annual Giving.
"fhc second generation group existed
before I was hired . Earlier this year we decided
to combine the volunteer group with them," he
continued.
In April the number of Associates
1
was 25.
Today it's fifty-one .
Every w..:ck the Associat..:s grow .
Their purpose is to expand the
University's presence in Soulh Florida as a
majorcducational,cultural and economic force
for change.
In keeping with this statement elf
purpose, the Associates are charged with:

continued on page 10

Nova News Release

continued on page 10

The Nova University Mailman
Family and School Center has been awarded a
14.5 month, $329,000, renewable Project
PITCH grant, by the Children's Board of
Hillsborough County in early September.
The purpose of the grant is to enhance
the professionalism of the child care center
staff, to upgrade the individual child care centers
so that they may be accredited by the National
Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC). and to establish a community
outreach program with 15 child care centers in
Hillsborough County.
,
The projecl will be folly operational
by October 1, 1991 and administered through
the Demonstration Training Center (OTC) located in Ybor City, a centrally located area in
Hillsborough County.
The Training Center will serve a s a
comprehensive, centralized child care education and resource center.
Dr. Marilyn Segal, Dean of the Family and School Center, will function as the
project's principal investigator, and five Family Center staff members will act as consultants
to the project.
"With mounting research evidence
linking quality early childhood education with
later school success, we welcome the opportunity to participate in the PITCH initiative,"
said Dr. Segal.
continued on page IO

Knights Tie Boca
By Dan Finn
Knight Reporter

The Knights' Soccer Team hosted
College of Boca Raton.for their home opener at
A.D .Griffin Sports Complex on September 10.
The fast-paced and physical game ended in a22 tic after two overtime periods.
The Knights got off to a quick start.
Freshman Robert Fileni scored an unassisted
goal at the 10:40· mark of the first half. The
game's pace was fast and was very physical
4.
between the two rivalries.
After a few short words from coach
Thomas Rongcn, the team talked amongst
themselves about the second half.
The CollegcofBoca Raton scored at
the 22:00 minute mark of the second half to tie
the game. CBR scored a second goal within
two minutes to make the score 2-1 midway
through the second half.
With 11 :00 minutes to play in
regulation, freshman Jose Telles scored for
Nova. He was asiistcd by Robert Fileni .
The game ended in a 2-2 tie after two
tiring but exciting overtimes. Nova's record
went to 1-0-1; whileCBR 's record wentto 2-01.
Boca (ranked #2), is always one of _
the top teams to go to the National Tournament.
Mike Kraus, a forward, explainid, "2-2 is a
respectable score against them . It shows we're
no pushover." He added, "A2-2 score now will
help us when we play them again in the playcominued on page 10
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By Cleveland Ferguson ill
Editor-in-Chief

Ring! Ring!
"TheNovaKnight. Maylhelpyou?"
"Yes, may I speak to Cleveland
Ferguson III, please?"
"Speaking."
"Hello. My name is John Doe and
I'm taking an informal poll for Florida World
College on how editors of South Florida college newspapers feel about how approximately
30% of the persons in the Gulf are AfricanAmericans. We'll be compiling graphs from
the statistical information we gather. Would
you mind answering a few questions?"
"Not at all."
Three days later a fellow student teils
me that I have a pretty strong stance on the
Persian Gulf War. When I inquired as to where
the person received this information, he showed
me that day's Miami Herald, front page, Local
Section, lead paragraph: "I would go to jail,
before I go to war."
My friend was not conducting a
random survey from some unheard of college,
but typing in mis-quotes-again- for the
Miami Herald from what turned out to be an
over-the-phone interview.
This last incident brought the score
up to 4 for the Herald and O for me, not to
mention my reputation as an intelligent person
was receiving deafening blows from them.
I considered the information I was
sharing with him as private in that! didn't know
I was conducting an interview with a reporter,
as opposed to having a conversation with
someone who seemed concerned about the
aforementioned circumstance and was simply
penning me down as another statistic amongst
South Florida editors .
I recognized others in the article in
which my mis-statements led, and all but one .

The

didn't know they were talking to a Miami
•
This raises many serious questions. Two in • A
h
h"
·
C
··
particular: Was the journalist serving the • +: to t e P 1 Alpha Delta, Kmght hapter and Alpha Chi inductee
public 'srighttoknowbylyingtomeaboutwho : Ceremonies. Congratulations to all inductees.
he was? Was he justified in using the Active/ •
Omission Principle? No.
Further, the public's right to know
should be restricted to public information, not A-: to new faculty offices, Why is it that all of the females have unpacked
private or personal opinion. In addition, the and have immaculate offices while most of the males are still unpacking?
means in which a reporter procures public or
political information should be limited to accessing it through ethical and non-deceptive F: When an assignment is only half done, what is the grade one usually
means.
receives? We have one renewed Certificate of Operation in right hand
Public information should
be limited • d
· the 1e f t. ·. . .one o f those th'mgs that m akes
. d .b
• orm e1evator and not one m
to th at d ata whi ch can be ohtame y anyone; •
such as a house deed. Many believe that a • one say, Hmmm.
house deed is private information, yet it can be •
obtained at the local town or city hall.
: F .
d
·
·
· ·
·
.
. t
f "d' . .. ,,
bli
: It woul be mce to have the Education Bmldmg sign taken off of the
Th 1s ype o
1ggmg ,or pu c •
.
information-that which seemsprivate-is •old CAE building and post some signs directing students to the new
within a journalist's role. Private information : faculty offices.
and personal opinion is that data which is •
disclosed among friends, co-workers, and •
family members. Information that one would : F-: Students pay $75 a semester in student activities fees. That should at
disclose to family members might not be dis- • least get them 2 days to vote for who they really want to win for
closed to co-workers.
· C ourt. Some peop le on ly have c lasses on T ues d ays and
.
. ,,
u· •• H omecommg
Damagmg persona1 m,orma on •
·
about oneself that one would disclose to a best • Thursdays. Why should they be left out?
friend wouldn't appear in the local newspapers. •
For a reporter to invade one's private and/or • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
_ personal space-that realm of privacy-that
circle of trust, to obtain information that one
wouldn't readily _disclose to the public for fear
... .
of being branded a radical or a communist is unethical, immoral, and should be illegal.
Consequently, the NO principle: blatantly
lying or failure to identify oneself should only
oe used when investigating institutions i.e.
government facilities; rriehtal .heal)h centers
etc.
Then again, you can always not accept calls from unknown persons asking about
your personal . feelings about political issues.
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The Nova Knight office is located on the second floor of the Edwin and Esther Rosenthal
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The opinions reflected in this publication do not speak for the University adminstration, staff,
students or faculty. Every individual speaks for him/herself. The Nova Knight is not
responsible for the opinions of persons not associated with this publication.
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Letters to the Editor
Nova is ''Home''
Dean Roger L Abrams
Nova University Shepard Broad Law
Center

tive programs. He leaves to his successor a ·university poised to move
forward into the riext century with
A few weeks ago at the confidence and excellence in all its
beginning of another school year at activities.
The man or woman who is
the Law Center I had the opportunity
to chat with a young woman who was privileged to serve as the next Presistarting her first year. She told me dent of Nova University will have
that s1'.'.; had graduated from Nova's the opportunity to build on Dr.
Univ,ersity School. She then went off Fischler' s accomplishments. There
to Gainesville for college. She missed is much about our University of which
we can be proud,
Nova Univerbut our finest assity, and so
set is the men and
when she had
women who serve
the opportuon the faculty,
nity to select
staff and admina law school
istration.
Dr.
she chose the
Fischler set the
Shepard
tone and the emBroad Law
ployees of the
Center. She
University have
told me that
carried .it out over
she wanted to
the years. This
c o m e
"home." She ·
"Spirit of Nova"
distinguishes us
thought it was
Nova Law School
as a University
wonderful
and will make us
that the Law
Center exhibited Lhc: same caring great.
The first year student with
feeling towards its students as did the
whom l spoke to at Orientation is
University School.
I wa~ pleased with her now busy trying to learn to "think
comments, but not surprised. like a lawyer." She is studying the
Throughout this great University, in basic principles of contracts, torts
all our programs and activities, we and criminal law, while working on
have a special feeling toward each her research and wr. ing skills.
In less than one thousand
other. There could be no more diverse place in higher education than days she will graduate and prepare
Nova University. Our wonderful
for the bar examination, ready to join
field-based graduate programs allow
more than three thousand Nova lawprofessionals to enhance their skills · yers in a distinguished profession.
while continuing regular employ- She will one of the "New Professionment. Our research-based Oceano- als" the University seeks to train,
graphic Center docs high-level re- equipped to meet the challenges of
search to protect our environment.
the next century. She will know how
to use the new computer technoloOur FamilyCenternurtures the bonds
between parents and babies. At the gies of the law.
center of it all is our growing UnderMost important, she. will
graduate College.
know that success as a lawyer deIf you speak with students
pends most on developing those inin any of our schools, they will tell
tcqx:rsonal skills she learned at Nova.
you that Nova is "home." In all our She will act with pride in her Alma
activities, Nova University is a comMater and confidence in her abilities
as an attorney. She will bring to the
munity in which we all play a role.
This is an important time practice of law a spirit of service to
in the history of this fi~e University. her community.
Dr. Abraham S. Fischler is retiring as
All Nova graduates will
President after an extraordinary ca- have the same opportunity to make a
reer. Under his leadership, the Uni- difference in the communities they
serve.
versity has become a solid institution
respected world-widt: for its innova-

2674 E. Oakland Pk Blvd.
566-6331

,Sundays
College ·Nite
IRING YOUR
FRIENDS
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Senior Homecoming Court
Statistics

By Tito Khanna

Dear Editor,
Have you heard the good
news about the Nova University
Resident Student Association? Well
the RSA is on the move and working
hard to serve the students at Nova
University. On August 29, 1991, the
Association met for the frrst time and
elected a dynamic exe.cuti~e board.
Selected to serve as President - Ricardo Deveaux, Vice
President - Elizabeth Essen, Secretary - Tangia Alvarez, Treasurer
- Sam Wilfond, Activities Coordinator - Jennifer Merrit, Public Relations Coordinator - Tito Khanna,
Councilpersons at Large - Ed
Poranski and Doreen Pratt.
Representatives at Large
are Linette Nieves, Michelle Brush,
BrendaButler, Wally Nguyen. Ronna
Avergon, John John, Jamie Cooper,
Monique Keith, Cleveland Ferguson
nr :,iris Kehl, Cindy Meeks, Robert
Henry and Jan Bourne.
To date, the RS A has
planned many activities and accomplished many of its goals. On Septemher 6. 1991 a Welcom,· Rack
reception was held. Those who at-

tended enjoyed themselves.
The RSA gets results: The
campus mailroom will now sell
stamps and a mailbox will be on
campus in a few weeks. The
weightroom is now open to students.
The parking lot lights are on alJ:lignt
around the dormitories.
Present projects arc:
cleaning the courtyard in Building D.
We are working on the washer/dryer
situation and obtaining support for
coin machines at the dorms.
If you have a project for
RSA or you are concerned about
joining our organization, the next
meeting date is Thursday, October
17, 1991 at 5 pm ., RSC - Graduate
Student Lounge .
RSA Date To Remember
Thursday, October .17th - RSA
Meeting Grad Lounge - 5 pm.
Thursday, October 24th -1'.';A Social
Meeting - Grad Loung.: · 5 pm.

mmffrofhtt e1mft©
U~m~
Let- Kaie:ht- Protect You.

,,.,._...,

continued from page I

Name: Louis G. Badami Jr.
Major: Business Administration,
Marketing
Hometown: Miram~. FL
Hobbies: water skiing, running
Goal: To be a vice president of a
large advertising firm

Name: Vince Kelly
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Naples, FL
Hobbies: baseball
Goal: I wish to be very successful
in whatever I do.

Name: Rob Brzezinski
Major: Elementary Education
Hometown: Eric, PA
Hobbies: nmning, fishing, sports
Goal: I want to be happy and make
a difference in the world.

Name: Rich Palumbo
Major: Community Psychology
Hometown: Jamesburg, NJ
4"hbies: ha~eball
Goal: To play professional baseball
or win the lottery

Name: Arie Redeckcr
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Rochester, NY
Hobbies: scuba diving, snow and
water skiing, surfing, partying
Goal: To start my own business

Name: Rayhel Lopez
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Miami, FL
Hobbies: weightlifting, basketball
Goal: To get married, have a
family and be successful

Name: Nancy Poirier
Major: Secondary Education .
Hometown: Montreal, Canada
Hobbies: water skiing, tennis
Goal: To get married in PE .

Low Down Payments
Low Monthly Payments
PIP/PD At Once
Commerical & Business
SR 22"s Immediately
No one Refused
Any Driver
AnyA9e
Any Auto - ttoton:ycle - Truck
Full Servtce Auto Ta9 A9ency

CALL TODAVI AVOID THESE
POSSIBLE PENALTIES

.. ,,,,,p,... .,,....,o.

~

......
-* .....
...-*,,
..,.,

Excellent Service, Est. . 1983
FT. LAU>ERDALE

587-5552

142:5 W. ~w llvd.
Auto
AcJenov

Name: Shane Feit
Major: Business Management
Hometown: Philadelphia, PA
Hobbies: softball, volleyball, snow
skiing
Goal : To go to U. of Miami for
Master's.in Sports Management

Name: Patty Nance.
Major: Administrative Studies
Hometown: Hollywood, FL
Hobbies : cheering, dancing,
partying
Goal: To graduate and be happy

Name: Leah Gioe
Major: Speech Pathology
Hometown: Babylon, NY
Hobbies: volleyball, animals
Goal: To make the world a better
place to live

T-,

,. 9'i ..

•j,'\. ,· :/,

,.·:~'

RSA Moves Into
the Club Scene

--

·J.

GREAT DRINKS
GREAT PEOPLE

Name: Jackie Marcial
Major:: Elementary Education
Hometown: Babylon, NY
Hobbies: Campus Programming
Board, going to the beach
Goal: To get my Master's and do
the best that I can

1 .f

'<-

~
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Comp _u terl NUA & SGA te> IIe>st 92Program Of- 193
Speaker
Series
fers Much
continued from page 1

By Deepak T. Tolani
contributing reporter

l.

Nova University's Computer Sciences Department has grown
tremendously over the years and one
man has been there to see it.
Dr. Ed Simco has been at
Nova for twenty-three years now,
and nineteen"ofthoseyears have been
spent as apart of Nova's facu lty.
He has been the Dean of
the Center for Computer and Information Sciences Department for the
last six years.
Nova University offers a
number of majors dealing with
computers. They are Computer
Science, Computer Information Systems, Computer Education, Computer Engineering and Science Education.
All these majors come
under the heading of the Computer
and Information Sciences Department. Nova moved into the field of
computers when they began to offer
the master's and bachelor's degrees
in 1975. The doctorate degree was
introduced in 1985.
A wide variety of Personal
computersareavaila_bletoallstudenL~
at Nov a. They mclude Apple,
Macintosh, AT&T, Digital, IBM,
Zenith,Sun,andEncore. TheUni versity also uses adjunct professors
from computer firms such as IBM to
teach in special areas of computers.
"The [Computer Science]
department will only grow because
the computer industry is not only
focused on the present but also the
,, .d D s·
fu ture, sai
r. rmco .
"In the future there will
always be the need of individuals
trained in the field of computers to
take up important positions in large
companies.
"The use, application, and
construction of computers will be
area in which a number of quality
personnel will always be required,"
he continued.
Nova is already ahead of
the game in teaching Computer
Education because of their non-traditional approach.
Nova applies the use of
multimedia as well as computer
technology to impart distance education, so students can receive education from the confines of his own
home.
The use of telecommunications and electronic mail on a large
scale has also helped Nova in keeping ahead.
"Nova is working with
multimedia to develop new teaching
strategics and is always trying to
position itself to develop technology,"
said Dr. Simco.
"Researchers at Nova always stay in tune with the changing
nature of disciplines and arc always
monitoring for breakthroughs," he
continued .
The career opportunities
for computer graduates are very
promising .
They may hold positions
with manufacturers, software developers or even some organizations
which use computers strictly for
management.
The scope is large, and the
demand for computer graduates will
always be there.

m

-.-.

President Fischler wel-Seeking out and maxim1zmg opportunities for new col- · corned those students as well as 3'i
laborative initiatives between the Nova Associates.
Vice President of UniverUniversity and area businesses and
sity Relations, Richard G. Miller led
industries.
-Think of ways they can a 1/2 hour presentation on "Realizing
introduce faculty and staff at Nova to the Vision" of Nova University.
"The Nova University
their colleagues in the community.
-Serve on University and Strategic Plan for the 1990's" was
academic center task forces and presented by the Vice President of
committees in order to better inte- Computer and Information Technolgrate community and business con- ogy, Dr. John Scigliano.
"We are all honored that
cerns in University programs.
they have volunteered their support
But how does SGA fit into to the institution, and they are willing
all of this?
to work side by-side with us in the
At first they didn't.
pursuitofour goals," said Vice PresiAugust 27 , 1991. SGA dent Scigliano.
General Representative Cleveland
Corbelleoutlinedthe"Fall
Ferguson III, Adrienne Bucchi, As- Plan of Activities."
sociate Ediior of the Nova Knight,
The six students accentuseniors Jay Kell, and Louis G. ated the positives of the University
Badami, Jr.: Business Manager of from their perspectives.
the Student Communications CenAfterwards, Mr. Corbelle,
ter, and Resident Advisors Angela who also serves as the Dir~torofthe
Egan, and Jennifer Vossellerattended NUA, invited the generalrepresentathe NUA's Fall Meeting held at the tive to their Steering Committee.
Mailman-Hollywood Building, Meeting on Thursday September 19,
Room 309.
1991 at Jones Intercable on Nova
0

Drive, Davie.
There, SGA presented a
six page proposal outlining four ·
points on how the Nova Associates
could interface with the undergraduate population.
They were: Internships/
Fellowships, 92-93 SGA Forum
Speaker Series, Hands.-on-Workshops,andScholarshipcompetitions.
Both the SG A Forum
Speakers and Scholarship competitions were informally accepted and
are being worked on presently.
Ms. Leslie C. Tworoger,
of Fort Lauderdale Showcase, Inc.,
and Mr. John C. Halliday III, President/CEO Halliday Realty Co. both
expressed that they would like co be
involved with the planning of the
SGA Forum Speakers series .
The Series would be held
on the Main Campus where Associates would highlight the trends occurring in their respective fields. All
Forums would be free to students and
would serve to educate the students
about their chosen fields.
Mr.GaryL.Arenson,CPA

Wha t ' s Go1·n'g' - On A t O the r
College Campus e s?
·

.

·

•

NSNS

Wilder' s Budget Cuts May Deny Education to Virginia Students
·
.
.
. .
. . .
A halt on new construction at state colleges and umvers1t1es ordered by V rrgm1a Gov . L. Douglas
.
· h" h
d
·
Wilder may force the state to turn away more than 40,000 high school graduates seek mg 1g ere ucat10n.
Wilder, who announced his campaign to seek the Democratic preside.ntial nomination on
September 14, 1991, initiated the freeze on new construction last year by diverting state lottery funds used
for that purpose to help offset the state's budget deficit.

U. of Michigan Accused of Overbilling Government
Following an investigation prompted by the. spending scandal at Stanford last spring, the US
Deparunent of Health and Human Services has accused the University of Michigan of billing the federal
government for $8.8 million in questionable expenses such as Rose Bowl air fares.
University officials say they are planning a detailed rebuttal to the audit disclosed by the
Associ.a ted Press on September 10, 1991.
Rice Tops List of College Best Buys
Money Magazine named Texas' Rice University as the best buy in higher education. The ranking
was included in Money's second annual Money Guide ( published September 9, 1991).
Other institutions ranking high in the magazine's list of schools that offer high academic
standards for low price are the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Texas, University
· of North Carolina, Yale, Stanford and University of Chicago.

TELESERVICING

OPPORTUNITY
RINGS.
If you enjoy talking on the phone, Kelly
Temporary Services would enjoy talking to you.
Our teleservices openings involve answering
incoming telephone calls and assisting
customers who have questions about products
and services. Additional responsibilities
.;,.
include receiving, recording and confirming
customer telephone orders. You must have

a, pleasant voice, enjoy speaking to people and
possess clear, accurate communication skills.
These are opportunities for students,
homemakers, seniors, or anyone else who
needs flexible hours in full- or part-time
p.ositions. Past experience is helpful, but not
necessary. Interested individuals can start out
by talking to Mary at 771-6752.

WE PITT QUALITY TO WORK QUICKLY

L Services
KEL,iyremeorary

Tho Kelly Girl" People -The Firs1 and The Bosl"

An equal opportunity employer. M/f/H/V. Not an •Rf:ncy- never

a. lee. C> 1991 Kelly Services. Inc .

and President of Arenson &
Sandhouse, as well as others expressed interest in researching the
proposed scholarship program.
The first and third points
will be reviewed at a later date pending the November 12, 1991 general
board meeting.
Other members of the
NUA steering committee are: Ms.
Linda L. Gill, Vice President of Gill
Hotels, Inc. as well as a member of
the Board of Trustees of Nova University; Dr. Steve Ferguson, Jr., Senior Vice President/Regional Manager, C & S/Sovran Trust Co.; Mr.
Thomas P. Genovese, Vice President,
Post Buckley Schuh & Jernigan; Mr.
Tom Home, General Man ager. Jones
Intercable; Ms. E. Kitty Oliver, Kitty
0. Enterprises Inc.; and Ms. Mary E.
Wood, Partner, KPMG Peat.
Marwick.
"The Nova Associates are
a tremendous resource for the University. The Associates serve as a
vital link to the community where
fresh ideas can flow," said Scigliano.
"Nova University's strategicplancanserveasaplatformfor
releasing their potential. Nova's vision paints the horizon upon which
theireffor~swilluru:01~,andtheA~sociates.w11l play a s1gruficant role m
keeping the University in touch with
' the needs of society. The future
already looks brighter with them
aboard," he c.ontinued.
."It looks like the students
might be able to play perhaps the
most significant _rol.e ~ the ~~dergraduate populal!on s history, coneluded SGA Senate President Lisa
Muellner.

Te l es ca
Promoted
to
Director Of Public
Re l ations
News

Release

Jayne 1;.cllc\sca, of Hollywood, has been promoted to Associate Director of Public Relations for
Nova University in September.
Tclesca will perform public relations functions to enhance the
identity and image of the University
with various constituencies.
Her primary responsibilities will include managing information 06w from the University's centers, developing and writing news
and feature stories, coordini ting·
special events and projects, and assisting with the supervision and
training of-the public relations staff.
She was formerly an Assistant Director of Public Relations
at the University .
Prior to joining Nova's
staff.she was an account executive at
Maizner & Franklin Inc·. Public Relations in Fort Lauderdale.
Telesca has a bachelor's
degree in Journalism from the University of Florida.
She is a member of the
Board of Directors of Women in
Communications, Inc . AtlanticFlorida Chapter and a graduate of the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
Leadership program.

•
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and
Nova Supports ·Family
HoggesNamediFeatures
School Center Is
Georgia Students In The Money Professor,G 0 0 d

"It is a fundamental belief
of all US citizens that we uphold the
power of free speech, thoughts and
ideas. Our schools are primarily
where these powers are granted for
our age group," said Nova College
SGA President, Lisa Muellner.
"If the US were to deny us
the right to an education, they would
be suspending their ability to maintain the US a growing institution of
democracy," she continued.
Out of the fifty Day program students polled, all agreed with
Muellner.
The separatist president,
elected overwhelmingly last May,
has been accused by his opponents of
suppressing free speech in the republic.
Production and distribution of Soviet newspapers has been
halted by Georgian authorities because, Gamsakhurdia says, they are
the propaganda of a hostile government.
Suspending newspaper
distribution elicited various responses
from Nova students.
"If the Us were to suspend
newspaper production, I wouldn't
really mind," said DeZego.
"Half of the time it seems
reporters make up their own stories
to meet deadlines, and with the use of
anonymous sources, can we really be
sure that what we are reading is the
truth, propaganda, or lies?" she continued .
Leaders of the opposition
in Georgia have urged students to
ignore the postponement of classes
and return lo campus to participate in
rallies against the Georgian leader.
"If I were in the Soviet
Republic of Georgia, I would follow
the opposition," said Ricardo P.
Deveaux, a graduate student.
"Suppression of free
speech rights, as well as freedom of
the press should be unacceptable in
any system. Having them facilitates
the freedom of ideas, and helps make
a more informed and consequently
educated public," he continued.
More than 3,000 citizens
marched through the Georgian capital of Tbilisi to the University on
September 13, 1991 to protest the
suppression of rights and to support
the academic community.

The Center's staff will
provide technical assistance, and
community outreach in conjunction
with a project director DTC to oversee
the daily operations of the grant.
PITCH is renewable for as .
long as it takes to establish a selfrunning child care resource center in
Tampa.
"Through the PITCH program, the Nova University Family
and School Center will create a
growing cadre of exemplary child
care centers that will serve as catalysts
to upgrade the quality of early
childhood care in Hillsborough
County," concluded Dr. Segal.

Att9rney Donates $25,000
Nova News Release
Sheldon J. Schlesinger,
Esq .. , principal of Sheldon J.
Schlesinger, P.A., Fort Lauderdale,
and one of the most successful personal injury allorneys in the country,
known for winning numerous malpractice suits, donated $25,000 to
the Shepard Broad Law Center of
Nova University lo provide the initial
funding of a scholarship in his name
in early September.
The endowed "Sheldon J.
Schlesinger Trial Advocacy Scholarship" will total $100,000 and provide scholarships to students exemplifying outstanding performance in
trial advocacy.
"Shelley is an outstanding
trial lawyer," said Dr. Roger I.
Abrams, Dean of the Law Center.
"We are delighted that
through his generous gift future Nova
lawyers will be able to follow his
model of excellence in the courtroom. He has been a Jong-time
supporter of the Nova community as
a member of our Board of Governors,
and we are grateful for his support
and advice."
In addition to being a
member of Shepard Broad Law
Center's Board of Governors, he also
sits on Broward Community
College's Board of Trustees .

Ralph Hogges, Ed.D, of
Miami, has been named program
professor for the Master's Programs
in Child Care, Youth Care, and Family Support Studies at Nova University.
Hogges earned his doctorateinhighereducationadministration
from Nova University, and has done
post-doctorate studies at Harvard
University's Graduate School of
Education.
Prior to joining the faculty
at the University's Center for the
Advancement of Education, Hogges
served as Acting Director of the Division of Continuing Education at
Florida Memorial College.
Before that, he was Associate Dean of Faculty and Chairman
of the College.
He is also the Executive
Vice Presid~nt of L & R Training,
Development and Language Consultants,Inc., where he is responsible
for the overall ·planning, development,andimplementationofservices
provided to educational institutions,
business and industry.
He is a member of the
Postsecondary Education Planning
Commission (PEPC) for the State of
Florida, where he serves as an advisor to the Governor, Board of Education and the Legislature on all
postsecond¥)1 education matters.
Inaddition,heis amember
of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity and Phi
Delta Kappa Honor Society in Education.
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able and give the school more of a
community atmosphere.
Dr. Roger I. Abrams, Dean
TheNovaLawClinics,the
of the Law School, is proud to an- King Disability Law Institute, the
nounce that the Nova University Law Center for Youth Policy and the
School will be moved to the Leo S. Dean's Offices are also in the
Goodwin Sr. Hall on the main cam- Goodwin Hall.
pus, on schedule for the 1992 fall
The Nova L:iw Clinics.train
semester.
lawyers in their field of study. The
The Law School started in majority of the teachers once worked
1974 and was originally in the.P.arker in the profession and teach the stuBuilding. In 1979, for space reasons dents by simulating the work enviit moved to the Shepard Broad Law ronment for them. The Clinics train
Center, in downtown Ft. Lauderdale, · the students how to think as a prioron SW 9th Ave.
ity .
"The building downtown
TheGoodwinHallalsohas ·
was built for another purpose." Dean · two courtrooms, The Nova Alumni
Abrams explained, "Therefore the Courtroom, built from money dofacilities did not adequately meet the nated by the Alumni, and another to
Law School's needs ."
be named later.
"When I first came to·
- Dean Abrams likes the fact
Nova, in July 1986, Presideni Fischler that the Law School is personal and it
told me that he wanted the Nova Law does away with the traditional lecSchool back on campus. At that ture classrooms. The largest classpoint I formed a committee to orga- room holds 150 people.
nize the procedures of the move,"
Because of the small size
· · Dean Abrams continued.
of the Law School it cannot accept
The committee was com- · many of its applicants. This gives
prised of Carol Roehrenbeck, the them the privilege of being very se· Director of the Law Library; Gail lective.
Richmond, the Associate Dean; and
Last year, the school reProfessor Ron Brown.
ceived 3200 applications for 260
The architect, James F. .available positions. Thal was esfrHartley, designed the Goodwin Hall
mated to be twelve applications for
to. fit the Law School's needs.
every available spot.
"The new building is not
There are also the field
lavish and ornate. It is straight to the based cluster sites that allow indi:
point, Nova," Dean Abrams stated .
viduals, who cannot leave their area
The Leo S. Goodwin Sr. to take courses .
Hall opens up to a 5200 square foot
The Law School will keep
atrium, that doubles as an auditorium. the same ourr.iculum and adminisIt has a glass ceiling and a double tration.
staircase that covers the walls on
"Nova Law School is very
either side of the atrium, and leads to popular. The alumni.and students are
the library and the classrooms . ·
distinguished and I am proud that
The atrium was designed
they are a part ofN ova," Dean Abrams
lo make the students feel comfort- concluded.
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A Man's Best Friend ICC Team on Knights
•
Is A Greyhoundlthe
Move T
I
e

By James Paolillo
contributing sports reporter

...,.

Sooner or later ,the racing greyhound competing at America's greyhound
tracks, is retired after several years in competition.
These fine animals now have an opportunity to become your pet if certain conditions are met.
This program, sponsored by most
greyhound kennel clubs (dog tracks) and
sanctioned by the Greyhound Racing Association, has started to attract considerable interest in Florida.
Greyhounds are friendly, affectionate dogs who thrive on affection and attention
from humans.
Dogs put up for adoption by the
Greyhound Pets of America are usually 2-5
years old and adapt very well in a new home
environment.
Some of the qualities of these dogs
are: eager to please, quiet, clean, gentle, good
natured with children, highly intelligent, 26-29
inches tall at the shoulder, 50-80 pounds, affectionate, and friendly by nature.
They come in a variety of colors:
white, black, brown, or a combination thereof,
red brindle, blue brindle, fawn tan, or grey. ·
With proper care, these animals have

a life expectancy of 12 years. They require no
large amount of exercise. A long walk 34
times a week is sufficient.
Housebreaking is not aproblem with
greyhounds because they keep their living
quarters clean. Frequent walks will immediately
acquaint them with the outside where they can
relieve themselves.
The greyhound's history dates back
some 4,000 years. Cleopatra had greyhounds.
Greyhounds are trained carefully to
enter the sport of racing. They are game
competitors who are completely on their own
once the gate opens at the starting position.
There are several distances that are
programmed at all greyhound tracks. The 3/16
mile, 5/16 mile, also known as sprints because
of the short distances, the 3/8 mile, 7 /16 marathon, and on some tracks, a super marathon that
involves 8 turns on the track.
These animals will run as hard and as
fast as they can in an effort to win a race.
I have petted many of them after
finishing a race while they were cooling down
in the kennel area. They are an exceptionally
gentle breed.
·
Anyone interested in adopting a retired greyhound may obtain information by
calling 800-366-1472, Greyhound Pets of
America. Wallis and Emily Griffin have all the
details.

A Letter to the 12 on 2 Volleyball TourS po r ts Ed ito r I ney: A Success
An editoria l by Chris Kehl

Ad rienne M. Bucchi

The fi rstBiannual 2-on-2 Volleyball
Tournament was held on September 5-7, 1991
This is the second in a six part series at the dorm volley-ball pit.
Forty Teams, consisting of both
on the athletic department of Nova University .
First and foremost is the clearing up of any graduate and undergraduate Nova University
misunderstandings from the last article. The students competed over the three-day weekend
basketball team does not get $150 for sneakers ; for donated prizes.
The teams were separated into Men's,
it is only usually allotted $50.-60 for sneakers.
Since the Ja<;t article was published, the bas~ Women's and Co-ed Divisions. Twenty-six
ketball team has gotten approximately a $20 teams in the Men's Division, five teams in the
raise in their sneaker allotment, which· might Women's Division and ten teams Co-eel Divis,ion competed in the tournament.
not be enough.
Rich and Kevin Palumbo won the
The reactions to the last article from
the Athletic Department were appreciated and Men's Division, Leah Gioe' and Jen Vosseller
won the Women's Di vision, and Rob Brzezinski
educational. The reactions from various team
members changed with their respective teams. arid Leah Gioe' won the Co-ed Division.
The idea for the tournament origiTwo baseball team members liked the article,
but wondered what the rnmors were around nated with Craig Smith, a Residential Advisor.
campus. They also tol.d me that the reason the Craig contacted sponsors to generate the large
baseball team has all the money for their pool of prizes.
Power Hit America donated a Mikasa
equipment is that they do a 100 Inning Baseball
Volleyball.
Marathon to raise money for equipment.
Pepsi Cola donated a Pepsi and a
I also talked to some of the basketball
team and women's volleyball team members Tetley Tea Banner. Nova Book Store donated
.
and one gentleman from the golf team a\x)ut the Nova Athletic T-Shirts .
Anheuser Busch donated two "Know
article. They appreciated the article but had a
few questions of their own to ask . These When to Say When"Banners and a Box ofBeer
questions will hopefully be answered by the . Literature. Q Records donated a Bonnie Raitt
and a Flight of the Intruder poster. Sound
end of the series.
If the baseball team has been given Warehouse. Peaches, and Sam Goody donated
thirty-seven cassettes and thirteen CD's.
the chance to have an athletic fundraiser,
Student Life got six Six Flags Atlantis
shouldn't the other teams like golf, cross · .
country, volleyball, basketball and soccer get · p<as~es and the Nova },3aseball Team donated
two baseball t-shirts.
that chance also?
The winning team from each division
This would be a great way for the
teams to either get better equipment or get the and the tournament's MVP split all the prizes.
Craig Smith, Rob Brzezinski, and
same equipment and to lessen their budgets so
that money could go toward the proposed gym Brian c;Jayton contributed large amounts of
and other recreational sites. This could raise , their time to organize this event. They ·also
the students '. school spirits fa~ter or get better helped as line judges and score keepers. Toquality equipment for the teams who really gether they made a.great weekend of fun and
sportsmanship.
need it.
Next issue: Director of Athletics Sonny
Hansley fields questions from the student
body in regards to the gym and other athletic affairs.
Dear Sports Editor,

-

..

.By Jennifer Lynn Baldwin

continued from page I

The Cross Country Team, coached
by Jorge M. Herrera, had its first meet at the
F J. U. Invitational on Saturday, September 14th,
1991.
Made up of both males and female
athletes, the women competed in a 5k (3.1
mile) race and the men competed in a 5 1:1.iJe race.
Liz Alford placed first for Nova with
a time of 28:23. The men were led by Daniel
Herron, who ran a personal best time of34:18.
The men's team consists of three
returning runners and six new athletes . The
returning members are Harry McCumber, who
won last season's most valuable person, Carlos
'Lopez, who won last season' s.most improved
runner and Captain Daniel Herron.
The women's team is completely
new with the exception of Claudia Lopez,
Nova's most valuable runner in 1990.
This year's men's team is the largest
Cross-Country team in Nova's history . All the
runners compete for the top five spots in the
lineup.
·
"Each of our runners should improve
because of the competition among_the team,"
said Jorge M. Herrera, entering his third year as
the Knights coach.
"ltis great that our program is starting
to take off. Many student athletes are just
looking for the opportunity to participate, everyone is welcome."
The top five runners in each race
score for their team in competition.
fu the 'event of a team tic, the six th
runner is counted in championship meets only.
Nova's top five runners will parti ci- .
pate at the
dway events.
Although the Cross-Country season
is on its way, it is never too late to join . The
women's team is looking for a couple ne w
,vomen. Anyone interested in jorning the tea m
can contact Coach Herrera at 475-7476.

offs."
Nova played the game without one
of their key players, Co-Captain Alex Acosta.
A Nova press release told us Alex was injured
two days prior in a game against Barry University .
Rohan Jackson, a junior from Jamaica, played an outstanding game in goal. He
had 9 saves on 33 shots on goal.
The fan turnout was impressive, with
400-500 people. Mike Kraus added, ''The fan
support was a major difference in the game."
The Knights are now playing their
home games at A.O. Griffin sports Complex
(next to the baseball field).

D. J. Of The Month

Alfredo Torres,
A Graduate Student Here

At Nova University
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Entrepreneur Hall of Famers

Dionne Warwick To Perform
Arts
At
Center
can Divorce" by the unknown composer Burt
Bacharach.
The multi-talented Dionne Warwick
During the next two years, Warwick
will perform as part of WL YF radio's 20th and Bacharach produced aseries of hits includanniversary celebration at 8:00pm Saturday, ing "Anyone Who Had A Heart," "Walk On
October 5, 1991, in the Au-Rene Theater of the By," "You'll Never Go To Heaven," "Reach
Out For Me," and "A
Broward Center for the PerHouse Is Not A Home."
forming Ans .
Tickets are $15In 1979, her al30 and are available at the
bum "Dionne," produced
Center Box Office at 305by Barry Manilow, en462-0222 or any Ticket
abled her to become the
first woman to win simulMaster outlet. The Center
is located at 201 SW Fifth
taneous Grammy Awards
Ave. in Fort Lauderdale.
in both Pop and R&B catFor nearly three
egories.
decades Warwick has en1983,
In
Warwick released her
chanted fans of pop, rhythm
"Heartbreaker" album.
and blues, jazz and gospel •
across the country.
That single, produced by
Among her bigBarry Gibb,
Karl
Richardson and Albhy
gest hits are "That's What
Friends Are For," "How
Galuten topped the charts
Dionne Warwick
in the United States,
Many Times Can We Say Good-Bye,"
"Friends In Love," and "Deja Vu."
. Canada, Australia and parts of Europe.
Warwick's latest album "Dionne
Among the many awards Warwick
Warwick sings Cole Porter" received rave has won are the NAACP's coveted Image
reviews from such performers as Frank-Sinatra, - Award and the Starlight Foundation's "HuQuincy Jones, Lena Horne, and John Stark of manitarian Award of the Year."
She was appointed America's first
Pl!<>ple Magazine.
The album, which features songs Ambassador of Health during the Reagan adwritten by Porter, is a wonderful medley of ministration in 1987 and continues in that carhythms and sounds of Broadway, Fox Trot, pacity today. She has been asked to help the
United States Government raise public conNightclub and Jazz.
Warwick was discovered in 1960 as sciousness about health issues and to lead the
a back-up singer on the Drifters' song "Mexi- nation's battle against AIDS.

News Release

Congratulations to the latest inductees of the School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Hall of Fame: ·
Alexander Dreyfoos is an inventor, entrepreneur, and community leader, who holds 10
US patents and a number of foreign patents in the fields of electronics and photography.
Louis Parker is a scientist and businessman, who has received more than 200 US and

foreign patents and ha~ instruments on the moon, in_space, and in more than 100 mill ion television
sets throughout Llie world.
David Rush is an inventor: entrepreneur, community leader, and philanthropist, who
created companies which made the first camera that took pictures in space.

Nova Knight Trivia!!!

The Broward Center for the Performing Arts will host the following
concerts in the 595-seat Amaturo Theatre:

Test your knowledge about Nova University. Answers will appear in

8: 15 pm, Friday, October 4: "I Solisti Di Zagreb." The "true
ambassadors of Yugoslav art" features 13 musicians who perform
without a conductor. The ensemble's diverse repertoire features more
than 300 works from different musical epochs.

October 29, 1991 issue.
1. How many years has the Oceanographic Center been in existence?
2. How many people work in the Nova College Registrar's Office fulltime?

_;)

8:15 pm, Saturday, October 5: John Eaton. Scholar, pianist and
humorist. Accompanying the most wonderful music that the American
· popular song has to offer are Eaton's droll anecdotes and sparkling
repartee.

3. How many part-time students does Nova Law School have?

I

4. How many members are on the Board of Trustees of Nova University?

I

8 and lOpm, Friday, October 11: Modem Jazz Quartet. A special
concert celebration featuring one of the longest-running modern jazz
groups.
Tickets are $25 for each show and ticket information is available

5. How .many years has the undergraduate program of Nova University
been in existence?

I by calling the Center Box Office at 305-462-0222 or a Ticket Master
Outlet.
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Introducing Student Life OfDean R.Abrams fers New Addition
By Adrienne M. Bucchi

By Ad.rienne M. Bucchi

Enough about the Law School, what's
the history on the Dean?
Dr. Roger I. Abrams was appointed
the Dean of Nova Law School in July 1986.
He received his Bachelor of Arts,
Cum Laude from Cornell University in 1967.
In 1970, he earned his Juror Doctorate cum
laude from Harvard Law School.
Dr. Abrams worked as a clerk for
Judge Frank Coffin on the I st Circuit Court in
Boston.
Dean Abrams stated, "This was the
high point of my career. Working for Frank
Coffin was a great experience."
He then worked for three years with
a Boston Law Firm where he practiced Labor
Law and Civil Rights Law. After leaving the
Law Firm he taught at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland for 12 years.
Finally in 1986, Ovid Lewis, the
Vice President of Academic and Student Services at Nova University, called him and a~ked
him to interview for the position of Dean al the
Law School. The rest is history.
Dr. Abrams, in addition to his duties
as Dean, teaches Sports and Tort Law ar the
Law School.
He is very excited with the progress ·
of the Law School's move to the main campus.
The Nova Law School is being relocated from its site downtown to the Leo S.
Goodwin Sr. Hall on campus. It will be ready
to open for the 1992 fall semester.
Dean Abrams is very proud of the
Law School's Alumni and stu_dents.
"Nova University is not a traditional
school. Our student body is made up of a
variety of students from all over the country
and the world," he explained .
However, he is very concerned about
the Law School's tuition.
"We arc very selective because of
our limited space. We do not want to lose that
capability because of tuition hikes." he continued.
"We do not want tuition to be a
deciding factor ina student'schoiceof a school,"
he stated.
"Nova University is a growing
school. It would be beneficial for the students
to take advantage of its assets and make the
most of their years here."

There is a new addition to the Student
Have you ever wondered if your
calculus teacher has a life outside of math? Or
Life Staff. Stephanie Castonguay is the new
how about that biology teacher? Docs she play
Administrative Assistant for Brad Williams,
with paramecium in her spare time? Well
Director of Student Life and Lori Savka, Activities Coordinator.
here's a peek into the life of the math and
Stephanie was born and raised in
science teacher's boss.
Sim bury, Connecticut. When she was fourteen,
Professor Naomi D' Alessio, Aeling
she moved to the Bahamas where she resided -Director of the Math, Science, and Technology
for one year. She then moved to Fort LauderDepartment of the James Farquhar Center for
~
dale and completed High School at the Home
Undergraduate Studies, oblaine<l her Bachelor's I-of the Flying L's.
of Science from State University of New York, I
She continued her education at (SUNY) Albany campus.
She obtained her Master's degree
Stetson Univcrsily, but received her Associates
Degree in Accounting from Santa Fe Comform State University of New York, (SUNY)
munity College, New Mexico in December . Nepans campus.
•IIAlf.8-QCHICKEN
·GlllllD~
1989.
She is presently obtaining her Ph.D
•IIAlf.8-QRIBS
BREAST SANDWICH
Before coming to Nova University,
in Biology (Molecular Genetics) from Florida
• BABY BACK RIBS
• CREAMYCOLESUW
she worked at the Art Institute of Fort LauInternational University.
• SHORTY'S FAMOUS
• 8AICED POTATOES
derdale for a year and a half as a Financial Aid
She works with the Oceanographic
IIAlf.8-Q SAUCE
•
FRENCH
RIES
Advisor.
Center in the Ocean Studies and Life Science
•CORNONTIIECOB
·SAi.ADS
Stephanie has many plans for the
majors.
• IIAlf.8-Q BEEF SANDWICH
• 8AICED BEANS
Professor D' Alessio has been infuture. She plans to work on her Bachelor
• IIAlf.8-Q PORK SANDWICH
• ICEY lllE PIE
Degree 1n Secondary Education at Nova Col- volved with Nova in several capacities. Prior to
•DRAFT BEER
becoming the Acting Director of the Math,
lege.
• AIOZEN YOGURT
Once she receives her degree, she Science and Technology Program she was the
Directorofthe University School, and principal
wants to work in Fort Lauderdale for a while.
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY DR. & STERLING RD.
"'Ill TO ORl1PIH IIOAD * ...
She would ultimately like to move to Alaska, of the Upper School.
lMIED OFFER!
GOODTHRU 1991
She has taught a number of courses at
where she will be a Math teacher.
OffERVAUDINDAVE
Stephanie likes Nova University's the College, including Introduction to Biology,
UICA110NON..Y
UllftT'8~
which is the first course in the Life Science
relaxed environment.
L
~
.L
.
m
1
"I like the fact that the campus has major.
~~
Her favorite course is Environmental
room to grow," she stated. "Life is not stagnant
here, there are always new ideas and activities," Studies.
onmtNOTVAUDwrnllt.NYOIHDt COUPON OR SPEaAL
"The students are very interested and
she continued.
She believes that Nova College's they become very involved in the course. I
almosphere would benefit with additions of think they feel a need to learn what the course
is about. It is a very easy course to teach when
fraternities and sororities.
"There is more to college life that you have enthusiastic students,'.' she stated.
Her favorite science is Molecular
just the essential education. There has to be a
social and fun atmosphere;'' she continued.
Genetics.
She worked wi th many scientists and
Stephanie works closely with Lori
and Brad, and together they help different administrators for one and a half years in
organizations on campus plan a variety of events defining the course requiremenls for the Life
throughout the school year. The students have Sciences.
She offers sound advice for the ncv
manv activities to look forward to this year.
For more information about Student Life Science majors.
"You must have the ability to comLife and their activities, see Stephanie in Room
208, in the Rosenthal Student Center, or call municate and you must be competent. It is an
important pre-requirement."
452-1400.

By Aka Ali
contributing reporter
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GREAT FOOD
GREAT ATMOSPHERE
GREAT VALUE
-HEALTHY MEALS
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

-

®

-
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It pays to advertise
in
The Nova
Knight!!!
Call Lou Badami
at 424-5744
to place your
next
Ad!

Eating Healthier
By J. T. Landrum

This column is being written with students in mind. Eating healthier doesn't have to be
expcnsi ve or difficult. Balancing a school schedule and proper eating can be demanding, so learn
to eat better and you will be more effective in the classroom. I will bring different food selections
that arc easy and affordable. If you have any questions or comments please send them to J. T. c/
o The Nova Knight Thanks and enjoy!!!
Pita Puff
Pita Bread (of your choice: whole wheat, onion, garlic, plain)
Tabouli (can be bought at health food stores or Xtra Super Foods)
112 onion
Tomala (slice in halj)
Cucumber
Lettuce
Skim Low Fat Mozzarella shredded Cheese
Prepare the Tabouli (Middle Eastern dish) as per directions (no coolcing involved). AfterTabouli
has sat for 45 minutes thoroughly, chop 1/2 of the tomato, cucumber, onion into little pieces and
stir into Tabouli . Chop off the end of a pita pocket and stuff with Tabouli (rmt too much, your pita
will tear). Slip in the cheese, lettuce, sliced tomato. You can slice up the rest of the cucumber and
put in pita or use with some lettuce as a salad . Bon Appetite!

ACAOf.'t,UC .
fllOGRAMS

~I

Pstcuotoc1CA.t

Wt
l
n.,~IJlan PsYdiologicaJ
SERVICES

'{'he M.1.P. announces that it
Services .Center, located at
is accepting app\ications for
- the M.J.P, offers a \fariety of
psychological ser"ic:es to our
its Academic Programs
lllulti~thnic community
\eading to B.S., M,S., Psy.0-,
I Individual & Group ·
and rh.D· degrees with
Psychotherapy
concentration in:
I Marital & Family
I Genera\ Psycho\og)'
Psychotherapy
I C\inica\ rsycho\ogY
I Cliild & Adolescent
I forensic Psycho\og)'
Psychotherapy
I Neuropsycho\ogY .
I Psycholo~icafTesting
I Schoo\ Guidance &
I PsJ:chiatric & Psycho.
counseling
I Marriage and family
log1c:a1 Consultation
~'--- ~ Prevention Services
.counseling

The M.I.P. is accredited by
the .Middle States Association
of Colleges and Schools, Licensed by the State Board · ·
of Independent Colleges and Universities, arid is approved
veteran's. training. An equal access/equal opportunity
institution with main campus in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

for

h,r 11wrl' inforn1 .1!ioll ,rnd ,, pt•rs1111.1i ,1pp11inl111t•nl c1111t,1ct:

@

l\.1iami institute of l'sychology
8180 N\V 36th Street
J\1i,11ni, FL 33166-6612
(305) 593-1223

@

~

I
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91-92 Homecoming
Court Nominees
Freshman Court

Name: Todd Krause
Major: Undecided
Hometown: Coconut Creek, FL
Hobbies: baseball, jetskiing
Goal: Playing in major leagues
with the Mets

\

Name: Patricia Robinson
Major: Ocean Studies
Hometown: Lakeland, FL
Hobbies: scuba, volley ball
Goal: Get Master's at Nova in
Ocean Studies and work at Sea
World or the US government

Name: Rob Abbitello
Major: Marketing
Hometown: Long Island, NY
Hobbies: baseball, hanging out
(socializing)
Goal: Re an Ei:itreprencur

Name:George Macdonald
Major: Accounting
Hometo;n: Long Island, NY
Hobbies:snow skiing, water skiing
Goal: All of the above

Name:Frank Thompson
Major: Undecided
Hometown: Daytona Beach, FL
Hobbies:vol!eyball, baseball,
surfing
Goal: Make it through Freshman
year.

Name:Ed Poranski
Major:Ocean Studies
Union, NJ
Hobbies: fishing, snorkeling,
weightlifting
Goal: To survive 4 years/o
college
/ .

7

Sophomore Court

Name: Christine Thomann
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Brownsmills, NJ
Hobbies: cheering, softball
Goal: To be a clinical psychologist
in my own clinic .

Name: Melissa Bucci
Major: Secondary Education
Hometown: Pembroke Pines, FL
Hobbies: cheering, dancing
Goal: Graduate

Name: Robin Silverstein
"- Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Philadelphia, PA
Hobbies: cheering, tanning
Goal: To be successful

Name: Natalie Kramer
Major: Pre-med
Hometown: San Dimas, CA
Hobbies: volleyball, basketball,
dancing, collecting antique tea sets
Goal: To be successful and have a
happy family

~

Junior Court

Name: Cleveland Ferguson Ill
_Major: Legal Studies, LA&CStudics,
Communications
Hometown: Neptune, NJ
Hobbies: tennis, calligraphy
Goal: To give back to society by
owning national newspaper.and being a corporate-intemat'I attorney

Name: Kirk Klafter
M .. ·"r: Computer Information
Systems
Hometown: Orlandd, FL
Hobbies: volleyball, martial _arts,
soccer
Goal: Make a lot of money and
have fun doing it

Name: Dan Finn
Major: Secondary English
Education
Hometown: Kinnelon, NJ
Hobbies: motorcycling, golf
Goal: Become an anchor person in
NYC

Name: Dave Knierem
Major: Secondary Education
Hometown: Cooper City, FL ·
Hobbies: baseball, weightlifting,
dancing
Goal: To become a professor

'

Name: Jay Dunham
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: New Brunswick, NJ
. Hobbies: basketball, traveling
Goal: To graduate

_____________
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91-92 Homecoming
Court Nominees
Freshman Court

Name: Laura Wilhelm
Major: Oceanography
Hometown: Saint Augustine, FL
Hobbies: bike riding, swimming
Goal : to improve the world

Name: Jamie Amacher
Major: Undecided
Hometown: Lakeland, FL
Hobbies: volleyball, basketball
Goal: I want to be happy and
successful in life.

Name: Adrienne M. Bucchi
Major: Undecided
Hometown: Trenton, NJ
Hobbies: Being obnoxious and
hyper
Goal: Make the Guiness book for
the World's Biggest Smile

f

Name: Christine Kutz
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Fort Lauderdale, FL
Hobbies: Dancing, Cheering
Goal: Be a heart specialist

Name: Carrie Russian
Major: Ocean Studies
Hometown: Cedarbrook, NJ
Hobbies: beach, photography
Goal: To become a marine
biologist/environmentalist

I

~

SI

Sophomore Court

. ( ',' -- -·-

Name: Dalcio Andujar
Major: Sophomore
Hometown: Mayaquez, P.R.
Hobbies: writing, running
Goal: Become CEO of major
corporation

Name: Ed Mackie
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Cooper City, FL
Hobbies: baseball, art
Goal: Play professional basketball

Name: Joe DiLauro
Major: Undecided
· Hometown: Roburg, NJ
Hobbies: baseball, motorcycles
Goal: To be rich

Name: John Gramolini
Major: Undecided
Hometown: Woonsocket, RT
Hobbies: snow boarding,
kickboxing
Goal: Graduate and make money

N-ame: Jason Hanson
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Woonsocket, RI
Hobbies: racquet ball and nmning
Goal: Law school

~~!
Junior Cour·t

~

•

"'

...

'!t. ./,·. ,.·-·.·. ~· .

)it:

Name: Brook Baldwin
Major: Accounting
Hometown: Quincy, IL
Hobbies: cheering, dancing
Goal: To be an accountant

Name: Collete Perets
Major: Elementary Education
Hometown: Miami, FL .
Hobbies: sports
Goal: To be successful in life

Name: Rae Lynn Kurth
Major:.Elementary Education
Hometown: Naples, FL
Hobbies: watersports, reading
Goal: To be successful

'

'~

'

'

Name: Jill Legters
Major: Accounting
Hometown: Naples, FL
Hobbies: SGA, aerobics
Goal: To pick the ultimate spot for
spring break

.

)

'

'.')

Name: Jennifer Vosseller
Major: Psychology
Hometown: Long Island, NY

\

•
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BG Word Processing Service - Professional Typing - Reports, Term
Papers, Resumes, Letters, Theses,
Etc.
Barbara
963-4813

"Word Processing By Ruthe"
Term papers, resumes, manuscripts,
cassette transcription, computer
grammar check, professional laser
printer - Fast Service. Call Ruthe At
9
2
3
2
2
1 6
Stanley H. Kaplan wants - College
Graduates. Dynamic SAT math/verbal instructor. 700 + m/v required.
Also seeking dynamic GM AT, ORE,
LSAT,MCATscorerintop5%. Call
Elyse
at 3 70-2500

$1
Computer Typing ·$1.00 Each Page.
Research and editing, 24 hours and
additional services at reasonable
rates. Dr. C. Lipschitz 472-9990

BG Word Processing Service - Professional Typing - Reports, Term
Papers, Resumes, Letters, Theses,
Etc.
Barbara
963-4813
"Word Processing By Ruthe"
Term papers, resumes, manuscripts,
cassette transcription, computer
grammar check, professional laser
printer - Fast Service. Call Ruthe At
9
2 3
2
2
l
6
Stanley H. Kaplan wants - College
Graduates . Dynamic SAT math/verbal instructor. 700 + m/v required .
Also seej<ing dynamic GMAT, ORE,
LSAT,,MCATscorerin top5%, Call
Elyse
at
3 70-2500

$1
Computer Typing S 1.00 Each Page.
Research .and editing, 24 hours and
additional services at reason·ablc
rates. Dr. C. Lipschitz 472-9990

HELP
WANTED
CAMPOS DISTRIBUTORS

Eampotential$500-$2000permonth
marketing: Unique "Smart" Nutrients (as seen on Larry King Live),
Meal on the Go (meal replacement/
snack), Athletes muscle tone/strength
nutrients (answer to illegal steroids),
weight control systems. Results are
guaranteed. Entrepreneurial students
who are serious about income and
opportunity. Call collect-Jim Hunter
407-842-1006

CAMPUS
DIMENSIONS
Looking for a Faternity, Sorority, or
Student Organizations that would like
to malce 500-1000 dollars for a one
week on-campus marketing. Must
be organized and hardworking. Call
Rob or JoAnne at l-800-592-2121

HELP
WANTED
CAMPUS DISTRIBUTORS
Eampotential$500-$2000permonth
marketing : Unique "Smart" Nutrients (as seen on Larry King Live),
Meal on the Go (meal replacement/
snack), Athletes muscle tone/strength
nutrients (ans~er to illegal steroids),
weight control systems. Results are
guaranteed. Entrepreneurial students
.who are serious about income and
opportunity . Call collect Jim Hunter
407-842-1006

CAMPUS
DIMENSIONS
Looking for a Fat~mity, Sorority, or
Student Organizations that would like
to malce 500-1000 dollars for a one
week on-campus marketing . Must
be organized and hardworking. Call
Rob or JoAnne at 1-800-592-2121

•
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Ruth's Typing Service For Magnificent Presentations. Theses, Dissertations, Term Papers, Etc. Don't
Worry AboutComposition/Spelling.
Leave End Results To Me. Call 4075 8 2
7
3
5 4

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Students earn . 7,000-14,000 this
swnmer as well as gain valuable experience, The Works Company is
hiring:
1-800-443-3059

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE IN
EARLY 30's, non-smoker, has 4 bd.
·room 2 bathroom Pembrooke Pines
home to share with similar professional female or graduate student.
All amenities available. Please call
435-9424 daily between 9 am. and 11
am . for more information.

RESUMES
BY
FAX
3 Packages
·$29-$42-$64 All include choice of
paper, paper color, envelopes, and
delivery. Call (305) 437-0940. Fax
(305)
·-&25-7926.

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
No experience necessary.- Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at
home.
Call 1-405-321-3064

If you want to buy or sell
items, rent a room, or find
a friend, stop by Rosenthal
Rm 208 and see Lou
Badami or Drina Barber
about
a~vertising

Ruth's Typing Service For Magnificent Presentations. Theses, Dissertations, Term Papers, Etc. Don't
Worry About Composition/Spelling.
Leave End Results To Me. Call4075 8 2
7
3
5 4

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Students earn 7,000-14,000 this
summer as well as gain valuable experien_ce, The Works Company is
hiring:
1-800-443-3059

PROFESS.IONAL FEMALE IN
EARLY 30's, non-smoker, has 4 bet.
room 2 bathroom Pembrooke Pines
home to share with similar professional female or graduate student.
All amenities available. Please call
435-9424 daily between 9 am. and 11
am. for more information.

BY
FAX
RESUMES
3 Packages
$29-$42-$64 All include choice of
paper, paper color, envelopes, and
delivery. Call (305) 437-0940 . Fax
(305)
825-7926 .

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds: Work at
home .
Call 1-405-321-3064

If you want to buy or sell
items, rent a room, or find
a friend, stop by Rosenthal
Rm 208 and see Lou
. Badami or Drina Barber
about
· advertising

TH~ VERDICT
IS IN .....

.......

MORE
·ATTORNEYS
RECOMMEND

ffilbn
LSAT

ctuses beginning
September)

l'ree tav School
Admissions Seminar
ThW"s<1ay. AUgust 29

Nova University
Sonken rm. 23. 6:JQ pi
Cati - 1-800-777-EXAM
tQ reserve yoW" seat

Cooxibn

The Professional Advantage

Make your own hours,
make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.
CALL I ·800-950,8472 ext.20

Come see all the ne\ll looks
for Fall at .Nova Books-!!

10% off any apparel
purchase until 10 /31!
Nova Books 6508 SW. 39 ST
M-F 9-6 Sa'l 10-1 58-3-5860

